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B

usiness
Intelligence
(BI)
platforms
are
making great headway
across a broad range
of industries. Enterprises are
increasingly harnessing the
power of BI to achieve their
set business goals. The implementation of a competent
BI system presents businesses with actionable insights
which translate into an ability to assist key personnel to
make better and faster decisions. This revolutionary decision to adopt BI has made
businesses more data-driven
in order to decrease costs
and witness an escalation
in profits. In today’s age, BI
does not require investment
in huge hardware infrastructures. One can implement
BI on existing hardware or
by running it on virtualized
hardware in the cloud. But to
accomplish this, businesses
need to employ the right vendors with the solutions that
cater to their unique requirements and possess the technical prowess as BI demands
extensive training. Recogniz-
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ing the potential this sector
has, there has been an influx
of vendors providing such solutions in the market, making
the selection of the right vendor to work with a cumbersome job. Businesses need to
find a vendor they can work
with rather than employ and
guide them to attain their
business goals.
CIOReview comes to your
aid with a list of “20 Most
Promising Business Intelligence Solution Providers”.
The aforementioned list proffers an inventory of skilled
vendors with industry rich
experience and a proven
track record against their
name. An eminent advisory
board consisting of CEOs,
CIOs, industry analysts and
CIOReview editorial team
has scrupulously researched
and settled in on a select few
who we firmly believe can
assist businesses to make
an intelligent business decision with increased operational efficiencies and simultaneously offering better
customer satisfaction.

Recognizes

DEFTeam Solutions
In Annual Roll of Honor
As one of the

In commendation for their unbridled strive
towards excellence and innovation in this field

Sudhakar Singh
Editor
CIOReview India

Company:

Description:

DEFTeam Solutions

DEFTeam provides
One-Stop-Solution
for an end-to-end
architecture and
implementation of
Big Data, Business
Intelligence (BI) and
Predictive Analytics
solutions based
upon business
requirements using
“best-of-breed” tools
– both on-premise
and on-Cloud.

Key Person:
Gurpreet Singh,
CEO

Website:
defteam.com

INTELLIGENCE

DEFTeam Solutions

Solution Providers 2018

Enabling Organizations to Leverage BI and Analytics for
a Competitive Edge

B

I solutions pose a number of challenges for organizations before it can be utilized to gain a competitive edge in the market. Creating the right data
from myriads of distributed, scattered, un-structured and incomplete data and making them available at
the right time is the key to developing effective and efficient BI solutions. Additionally, with most organizations
today having a number of data sources, data integration
has emerged as a major requirement.
With expertise over data modeling, data warehousing, ETL, reporting, dashboards, embedding BI solutions in customer applications, single sign-on integration, BI security, analytics, self-service BI, data mashup
and more, DEFTeam Solutions empowers businesses to
hurdle through various challenges and jump-start their
BI projects. With specialization in end-to-end open
source as well as proprietary BI software solutions,
DEFTeam brings in an extensive experience in delivering requirement specific BI solutions. DEFTeam
offers “best-of-breed” tools to cater to the business

With specialization in end-to-end
open source as well as proprietary BI
software solutions, DEFTeam brings in
an extensive experience in delivering
requirement specific BI solutions
requirements for BI and Analytics. The Hyderabad
headquartered firm’s open source expertise revolves
around Jaspersoft, supported with a library of plug-ins
that enhance the platform’s feature-functionality. DEFTeam also has its own home-grown Dashboard Component ‘DDC’ that is offered for production-ready dashboards on an unlimited user basis.
Cloud is another area where DEFTeam has deployed
a number of BI solutions. Gurpreet Singh, CEO- DEFTeam Solutions, shares a recent project where the firm
successfully carried out a complete lift and shift from
on-premise to cloud, migrating the BI solution on AWS
with load balancing and failover capabilities along with
dockerizing the reporting server. Cloud to cloud and liftshift-modify operations on BI solutions with customizations and up gradations to newer versions are also a part
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of DEFTeam’s cloud BI capabilities.
Partnering with AWS and Azure, the
firm supports businesses with hosting
web-based applications including BI
and Analytics, setting up a cloud infrastructure, managing them, while also optimizing BI solutions. DEFTeam is also
amongst few partners in India to assist
Microsoft India’s sales team with data
analytics for POC, solutions development on cloud and on-premise
and to have a number of solutions on Microsoft’s PowGurpreet Singh,
erBI showcase.
CEO
DEFTeam also excels
in the area of Self Service BI, where they have delivered many projects with
TIBCO Jaspersoft’s Ad-hoc reporting. They also work
closely with TIBCO Spotfire, Microsoft PowerBI, and
SAS Visual Analytics and are adding more tools to their
offerings based on their tool-agnostic approach. Responding to the issues organization often encounter with
self-service BI, DEFTeam has strategically designed
a systematic approach which commences with a clear
definition of the bottlenecks. Relevant data sources are
defined, collected and checked for their feasibility. The
data is thereafter cleansed for being consumed by the end
user applications followed by the development of data related stories etc. Need-based end users are also trained
in data cleansing, choosing the right charts and using the
advanced analytics.
Strengthened with certified data analysts, the firm
boasts of capabilities to deploy various flavors of R, Python and Machine Learning based analytical solutions
in-Hadoop, in-database and on-Cloud.
Gearing up for this year, DEFTeam is launching its
first PAAS platform in early Spring 2018 – UPRAiZAL:
a Task-based continuous appraisal solution available as
an Add-in in MS Outlook and also available on Apple
App store.
Another offering from DEFTeam is planned for 2018
Summer release - myLOGISTICZ– a Supply Chain Management Analytics and IoT solution and Data2Mobility
focusing on analytics, Mobility and write back using native Apps on Android and iOS – all powered by Cloud.
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